Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Premiere Addresses
DeMario Jackson & Corinne
Olympios Scandal

By
Melissa Lee
You must have been living under a rock to not have heard about
the serious drama surrounding this season of Bachelor In
Paradise. After Corinne Olympios accused co-star DeMario
Jackson of sexual assault, the premiere of season four was a
must-watch to see how the show would handle the incident. In
celebrity news, according to People.com, host Chris Harrison
immediately addressed the show’s decision to suspend
production, claiming that it was a stressful and emotional
time for the cast and crew. The rest of the two-hour opener

showed Jackson and Olympios quickly bonding, drinking, and
getting physical together. By the end of the episode, filming
was suddenly halted as producers pulled the two aside. Be sure
to watch the next episode of Bachelor In Paradise to find out
what happens!

This celebrity news is totally full
of drama. What are some ways to
keep
drama
out
of
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
This story has been filled with ups and downs, keeping us on
the edge of our seat. With the constant drama going on,
Corinne and DeMarco must feel their heads spinning. If you’re
looking to keep drama out of your relationship, check out some
tips from Cupid:
1. Forget social media: At the end of the day, it’s important
to remember that your relationship solely consists of you and
your sweetheart. When we’re always posting on social media, an
opportunity for people to criticize or create drama can most
definitely arise. If you want to avoid drama, try to lessen
your social media appearance by skipping out on constantly
posting.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Rachel Lindsay
Picks Her Man in Finale
2. Keep it casual: Don’t rush into anything serious,
especially when the relationship is relatively new. Go at your
own pace and keep things casual until they naturally become
steady. If you or your lover are putting pressure on the
relationship to make things serious (for example, moving in
together or meeting the family too soon), this can create

problems and that unwanted drama.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Vienna
Girardi Miscarries Twin Girls
3. Keep the exes out of it: This should be a given for any
healthy relationship, but be sure to keep your exes far away.
Regardless of the circumstances, having your ex-lover as a
consistent person in your life can only be trouble. It can
spark trust issues, infidelities, and overall uncomfortable
vibes that should just be avoid altogether.
What are some of the ways you keep drama out of your
relationship? Leave your thoughts below.

